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When gods and demons clash, mortals bleed. Leda Pierce's latest mission brings her back to her

hometown at the edge of the Frontier. But things have taken a turn for the worse in the six months

since she left home to join the Legion of Angels in New York City. Crime lords now rule over the

town, and the beasts' numbers are exploding just beyond the great magic wall that separates

humanity from the plains of monsters. Together, with the fiercely seductive angel Nero, Leda guides

a group of pilgrims across the monster-infested expanse to the ruins of the final battle between gods

and demons. What begins as a pilgrimage, however, soon turns into a treasure hunt for an ancient

weapon that could tip the balance of power between heaven and hell - and spirals into an intrigue

that pits Leda and Nero against a rogue member of the Legion, a legendary angel as powerful as he

is black-hearted.
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So holy shmolies!!! I completely am in love with this series!!!! It's hard to keep a story intriguing upto

book three and beyond but wow still amazing!! Once I start I cannot stop I love Leda and Nero and

their evolving relationship. The story line is progressing leaving me wondering what the heck is next

and squealing like a school girl!!! I'm hooked, keep writing and I will keep buying and if you haven't

read these DO IT!! On the short side, because I want so much more, but I never get bored with any

of it. Sucks me in till I'm wanting more!

I've been wanting to childishly sing that forever! You could have thrown a giant brick at Leda that



says "YOU BELONG TO HIM WHETHER YOU LIKE IT OR NOT", and she still might not have

gotten the message until Calli points out that his actions are described in a book he's given her.

Now she also knows Nero's father, under strange circumstances.But is someone trying to kill Leda?

Trying to keep her from finding out where she really comes from? Or just trying to keep her from

getting better and finding her brother. And who are these people of whom she has memories from a

battle 200 years ago?Once again, Ella Summers brings us a very quick and delightful read. The

action is fast-paced, characters quirky, and fun trouble in the best way which keeps the story

moving. I do appreciate an afternoon read & this series is perfect for it.

High octane adventures continue in this fabulous installment. The fights are more vicious, the magic

more potent, the intrigue more complex and romance is sweeter and deeper. I can't wait for the next

book!

The book continues Leda's story. We find her in more difficult situations that require her to use her

mind and imagination to get through them. The relationship with Nero doesn't progress as fast as I

would like it to (it seems to be dragging along) but the rest of the story moves very quickly and there

are some new (bad) characters introduced. Definitely worth getting and reading. I don't think that

you will put it down.

The author's writing has really improved by this book. There is a much better flow between the

action and the dialogue, and I felt like there was more fullness in the setting and in development of

the lesser characters like Drake. I still enjoy the premise of this series and I am enjoying the

characters. I appreciated that Leda seemed to be maturing a bit more in this book, she seems to be

developing more self-control and magic skills.

Great story. Interesting characters. Pandora and Nero are wonderful together and are a perfect

complement to each other. Jace is also a fascinating and complex character. Will be interesting to

see where his internal struggle leads. Looking forward to next installment.

I love Ella Summers and this is by far my favorite series of hers. I can't wait to see where Ella takes

us next in this series. I love Leda and Nero together and I am looking forward to seeing what

happens in the future between them:) I would recommend reading this book:)



Just like all her others this one also hit the mark!! Can not wait for her next book!!I so wish she could

write as fast I I can read!! If you have not read any of her books I strongly suggest you do so. My

only advise to u is to read in the suggested order if possible you will get more understanding from

the story. But if not read anyway they are fantastic!!
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